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We examine shop signs in Brooklyn, New York, as sociolinguistic
technologies of place-making that operate through specific language
ideologies which represent class struggles for material wealth. We find
two salient types of signs which we call Old School Vernacular and
Distinction-making signage. The first indexes multiple inclusions in the
neighborhood economy before gentrification and thus suggests a
capitalism without distinction. These signs also challenge linguistic and
literacy prescriptivism. In contrast, Distinction-making signs signal an
exclusivity that for some readers also represents exclusion. We discuss
how these data can reveal and disguise rent gap opportunities as both old
and new signs co-inhabit the same space in a rapidly gentrifying
Brooklyn.

Examinamos los letreros de las tiendas de Brooklyn, New York como
tecnolog�ıas socioling€u�ısticas de place-making (producci�on de lugares) que
operan a trav�es de ideolog�ıas espec�ıficas del lenguaje, las cuales representan
las luchas de clase por el bienestar y la riqueza material. Identificamos dos
tipos sobresalientes de letreros a los cuales hemos llamado Old School
Vernacular [vern�aculo de vieja escuela] y Distinction-making signage
[productor de distincci�on]. El primero enumera ideas de inclusiones
m�ultiples en la econom�ıa vecinal antes de la gentrificaci�on y por lo tanto
sugiere un capitalismo sin distinci�on. Estos letreros, que tienden a ser
evaluados negativamente por algunos pr�osperos reci�en llegados, tambi�en
cuestionan las ideas del prescriptivismo ling€u�ıstico y del c�odigo letrado. Por
el contrario, los letreros – productores de distinci�on se~nalan una
exclusividad que, para algunos lectores, tambi�en representa exclusi�on.
Discutimos c�omo estos datos pueden revelar y ocultar oportunidades de
inversi�on, porque ambos letreros, viejos y nuevos, cohabitan en el mismo
espacio en una Brooklyn que se gentrifica con rapidez. [Spanish]
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[H]ave you ever noticed which of the street signs, over the shop doors, are the
most attractive of attention? . . . the over-largely lettered signs and placards of the
street, escape observation by dint of being excessively obvious.

(Edgar Allen Poe, The Purloined Letter, 1845)

We’re thorough in the borough ’cause that’s a must!

(Beastie Boys, An Open Letter to NYC, 2005)

Our study was inspired by the laughter of recognition. Shortly after moving to
Brooklyn, New York, in 2003, we shared some initial field notes about living in
the borough in an Anthropology 101 class with John Jay College
undergraduates, most of whom were New York City natives.2 When one of
us jokingly complained that Brooklyn was ‘the kind of place where people cram
as many words as possible on a storefront sign,’ the students’ laughter
indicated to us that they knew what we were talking about. They told us that
signs with a lot of words represented a ‘back-in-the-dayness’ or an ‘old school’
Brooklyn. They explained that ‘old school’ meant ‘origin’ or ‘of another era,’
but one deserving ‘respect.’ With no sign in front of them to read, the students’
reaction, we realized, revealed that such signage was an emic textual norm of
the commercial landscape that they could picture in their minds. Their
remarks also revealed that this norm was in dialogue with a rapidly changing
city, which included the appearance of new shops throughout Brooklyn that
had signs with very little text.
Shop signs are public texts that communicate what stores sell, who is

perceived to be on the street and what their commercial desires are thought to
be (Lou 2007; Leeman and Modan 2010; Papen 2012). Sometimes store
merchandise is visible through windows. But often shop windows are obscured
by shadows and reflections, and they are usually covered by steel gates at
night. People traveling in vehicles and pedestrians on the opposite side of the
street may not easily see inside windows. So, shop signs are often the only
perpetually visible semiotic devices on storefronts.
In this article, we aim to understand the available meanings of these public

texts. Signs are read by anonymous people on the street who would generally
never inquire about the motivations of shopkeepers or signmakers. Regardless
of whether shop owners are the type of people their signs suggest, signage
marks public space with personae for passers-by. And although an area’s
linguistic landscape both delineates and represents the social context in which
people find themselves and their languages (Gorter 2006; Shohamy, Ben-
Rafael and Barni 2010), Stewart (1982) reminds us that ‘names on the land’
are determined by the dynamics of conquest as much as by culture and
custom. Moreover, the manner in which the movement of capital and power is
inscribed on the land may not correspond to the way that people imagine place
and community (cf. Anderson 1991). For example, human geographers have
shown how conquest-inspired language (e.g. the frontier and pioneering) has
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been used to mark neighborhoods as new real estate markets (Smith 1996;
Mele 2000). Struggles of cultural identity and power can be imprinted onto
place through images and texts on postcards (Dorst 1989), advertisements
(Davila 2004), and graffiti (Caldiera 2012). The semiotic and material features
of buildings, streets, lamp posts and typography can communicate economic
regime shifts or convey the message of distinctiveness and exclusion (Aiello
2011; Gendelman and Aiello 2011). Storefront signs place texts on the land in
a seemingly innocuous way, but in a no less dominant fashion. By considering
who, what and how shop signs index (Ochs 1990; Silverstein 2003), we
examine them as highly visible arguments about place and people in place, and
therefore, as unique place-making technologies. In doing so we bring
ethnography, sociolinguistics, and text analysis to the discussion of
gentrification (see Zukin 1987; Slater 2006), or ‘the production of space for
progressively more affluent users’ (Hackworth 2002: 815).
Shop signs are vocative, meaning they call to those in place (Blommaert

2013: 54). Similar to spoken utterances and all written texts, signs are
designed for particular audiences (Bell 1984; Warner 2002). Johnstone (1990)
suggests that well-crafted stories are place-making tools inasmuch as they
maintain and reproduce prevailing cultural standards and values. In this
article, we show how shop signs, like stories, also make place. However, as
public texts they are available to everyone at all times and thus they make place
publicly and anonymously.We find that signs speak through language ideologies
(Schieffelin, Woolard and Kroskrity 1998; Irvine and Gal 2000), by marking
the land not only for languages and their users, but more importantly, for the
ways in which people use language according to their prevailing sociolinguistic
standards and values. So as signs embody different language ideologies they
come to shape political, social and economic contexts by conferring differential
and competing symbolic and material values on the land. Below, we discuss
how what we call Old School Vernacular signage, through its constituent
features, mobilizes a language ideology that expresses and represents Brooklyn
before gentrification, where people identified by the U.S. cultural organizing
principles of class, race, ethnicity and religion, lived and continue to live in
diverse communities. In comparison, new, or what we call Distinction-making
signs, not only signal gentrifiers and their ways of place-making, but also
operate as agents of change, actively encouraging the gentrification process,
and revealing to investors opportunities presented by what Smith (1979)
called the rent gap. Smith defined the rent gap as the ‘disparity between the
potential ground rent level and the actual ground rent capitalized under the
present land use’ (Smith 1979: 545). We argue that gentrifying storefront
signs, as public texts, act on this disparity as they incorporate highly valued
socio-cultural linguistic resources, such as brevity, historical references, clever
turns of phrase and literary allusions, all of which, we argue, contribute to the
market re-evaluation of urban space for certain types of users. Finally, we
consider the legibility of the urban landscape where these two types of public
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texts co-inhabit and compete for city space. Both types of signs are counter-
posed to corporate signage, albeit in different ways. Nevertheless, the
businesses that each type represents are both threatened by large-scale
redevelopment in Brooklyn.

SEEING SIGNS IN A TRANSFORMING BROOKLYN

Each of New York City’s semi-autonomous boroughs has a sizeable population.
While Manhattan (1.6 million) has historically captured the world’s imaginary
as ‘New York City,’ Brooklyn (2.6 million), along with the city’s other three
boroughs (Staten Island – 1/2 million, The Bronx – 1.5 million, and Queens –
2.3 million), has been known dismissively as an ‘outer borough,’ marginal and
peripheral to Manhattan, the city’s ‘center.’ This marginality was reinforced by
Brooklyn’s role as a home to immigrants, which, during the 1800s, were
comprised of Europeans – Irish, Germans, Italians, Scandinavians, and Slavs,
many of whom were Jewish or Catholic – who came to fill widely available
jobs, and who were later joined by a large influx of African-Americans who
migrated from the southern U.S. beginning in the 1930s (Wilkerson 2010). In
the last half of the 20th century, Asian, Latin American, West Indian, Arab,
and South Asian immigrants also settled in the borough.
Although Brooklyn became one of the nation’s leading producers of

manufactured goods by 1880, its marginality to Manhattan persisted as 40
percent of the workers living in the borough worked in Manhattan. Between
1950 and 1980, this peripheral status intensified as Brooklyn’s industrial
economy waned, new suburbs lured white families with widely available home
loans away from the city, and African-American neighborhoods underwent
redlining, or the marking of residential areas by banks prohibiting
opportunities for investment. By 1990, Brooklyn’s population actually
dropped by 19 percent.
Over the past several decades, however, Brooklyn has witnessed substantial

reinvestment through state- and city-supported corporate redevelopment
(Brash 2011), and it has become a destination for upper-middle-class
homebuyers, younger hipster renters, Manhattanites looking for new and
interesting things, and tourists (Zukin 2011). Brooklyn is now considered the
second most expensive city in the U.S. (Brown 2013), and gentrification is
accelerating (Lees 2003; Osman 2012; Susser 2012). For example, average
Brooklyn home values have risen 130 percent over the past fifteen years. Some
Brooklyn neighborhoods, such as Fort Greene or Brooklyn Heights, have seen
increases of 250 percent, with home prices in Williamsburg showing a 600
percent increase between 1974 and 2006 (Furman Center 2006). Along with
the rise in home values there has been a growing displacement of working-
class, ethnic and African-American populations by white, college-educated
residents. As an example, from 1980 to 2000, only two percent of
Williamsburg residents had a college degree; just six years later, 30 percent
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of its residents reported having completed college. While census tract and
housing price data make the gentrification process look linear and easily
identifiable, the borough’s median household income still hovers around
$44,000 per year, and in actual neighborhoods the signs of change are
complicated and sometimes hard to read. Today, the ‘old school’ urban
landscape to which our students referred remains extremely diverse. Both
African-Americans and non-Hispanic whites each make up 35.8 percent of the
borough’s current population, with Hispanics at 19.8 percent and Asians at
11.3 percent.3 While these groups form majorities in certain areas, most
neighborhoods are quite mixed in terms of race, ethnicity, religion and class.
We began documenting Brooklyn’s dense, textual landscape in 2003 when

we first moved to the neighborhood of Flatbush and started participant-
observation of the gentrification process. We have since photographed over
two thousand storefronts in fourteen different Brooklyn neighborhoods,
including Park Slope, Crown Heights and Bed-Stuy, to name a few. Retail
streets are long and commercially comprehensive. There are, for example,
more than 1600 storefronts on Third and Fifth Avenues of Bay Ridge and
Sunset Park.
Two Brooklyn neighborhoods, Fort Greene and Prospect Heights, border the

site of Atlantic Yards/Pacific Park, a development plan by Forest City Ratner
Companies (FCRC) to build, in collaboration with the State of New York, a $4.5
billion professional basketball arena and collection of high-rise towers. In
2010, we began studying the Atlantic Yards/Pacific Park process, which
opponents argued would bring ‘instant gentrification,’ despite FCRC’s promise
to include affordable housing. The project would also displace hundreds of
residents and dozens of both old and new small businesses.
The Atlantic Yards interviews and our fieldwork on gentrification more

broadly, provide ethnographic context to our signage data, offering insights
into how residents and business owners read the urban landscape.4 For
example, in field interviews with people who sold their homes and businesses to
the developer, or who lived and worked in areas near the development project,
many seemed preoccupied with whether their neighborhood was ‘up and
coming’ and with the value of housing. In other conversations in diverse
settings such as ball games, school yards or professional functions,
Brooklynites talked of new stores with one word or two words on their
signs, as indicators and motivators of change that might entice new residents
to a neighborhood. We noticed that the new stores about which newcomers
spoke enthusiastically had storefronts generally and signage in particular that
contrasted starkly with the text-dense signs about which we joked with our
students. People did not talk much about signs per se; however, they often
discussed and recounted their experiences in new places that had noticeably
text-sparse signs. We therefore conducted follow-up structured interviews with
a sample of twenty-five informants from our Atlantic Yards fieldwork. These
informants included developers, small business owners, and community
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organizers directly involved in the Atlantic Yards conflict, as well as
professionals, students, government officials, homeowners and renters. This
sample represented people from various socio-economic backgrounds with
differing lengths of time living in, working in, or visiting Brooklyn. We asked
these informants to look at three examples of each of the two salient sign-types
and to tell us what the signs said to them and what they said about the stores.5

Additionally, we asked, ‘Why do you think the first three signs have so many
words on them and the last three have so few?’
Our analytical focus is on the linguistic features of storefront signs as public

texts, their available meanings, the meanings people attach to them, and an
account of how each of the two prominent sign patterns operate as place-
making tools. Our methodology parallels that of Thurlow and Aiello (2007:
313), as we too provide a descriptive, interpretive and critical text analysis. We
also contextualize our examination of language on storefronts in the local
history and experiences of Brooklyn’s large-scale processes of urban change.
Below, we describe the features of the two salient types, present what people
say about them and consider how the two categories of signs convey messages
about place and people in place. Finally, we discuss how the two sign types,
when seen together in the same space, create both clarity of a changing area
and confusion as to what its future value may be.

OLD SCHOOL VERNACULAR AND DISTINCTION-MAKING SIGNS

The multi-word signs that first caught our eye are found across Brooklyn and
mark a panoply of businesses, most of which have been in the area for several
decades. For example, we find more than thirty words on the fac�ade of a Bay
Ridge garden store called ‘Indoor Outdoor Gardener.’ The sign for ‘Bridal
Dream,’ a store just three blocks away, which sells formal women’s clothing,
contains thirty-five words. To the north in Sunset Park, ‘J.R.C. Jewelry’
displays a sign with thirty-four words in both English and Spanish. In some

Figure 1: Prospect Heights business, ‘CLEVE A. BROWN’
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cases, the words cover not only the entire awning, but the large display
windows too.
While multiple words is the most salient feature of this group, these signs

also share two or more of the following key features:

• ancillary signs;

• large typefaces;

• store names that refer to location, surnames, type of business and/or
products or services;

• reiterations;

• non-standard written English forms;

• languages other than English in Roman transliteration and/or non-
Roman scripts;

• complementary symbols or pictures;

• sincere references to religion, ethnicity, national origin, race and class.

These signs are text-dense, meaning that even if only a few words appear, their
large lettering nearly fills the entire sign.
Figure 1 shows a sign in Prospect Heights, ‘CLEVE A. BROWN,’ that has a

total of fourteen words, one initial, the use of four symbols, two phone
numbers and a fax number. The name of the business is a person’s first name,
middle initial and last name. The sign also indicates the services offered and the
entities served. An ancillary sign located just below includes five words and
three asterisks, and both adds information (‘Fast Refund’) and repeats it
(‘Taxes,’ ‘Direct Deposit’). In Figure 2 is a sign for a Park Slope deli/newsstand.
This sign includes an ordinal street number in its name, a street number, a
phone number, the use of two symbols, and two abbreviations (ST. and Inc.).
Though the name of the store explicitly identifies both of its commercial
functions, the sign nevertheless lists thirteen products found inside.

Figure 2: Park Slope deli/newsstand
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Additionally, the storefront is nearly covered with other smaller signs and
advertisements.
Both of these signs also present non-standard or non-prescriptive examples

of written English. In the ‘CLEVE A. BROWN’ sign, we find a non-parallel
construction for the entities served, where prescriptivists (Strunk and White
1979) would require all adjectives (‘Corporate, Partnership, Personal’) or all
nouns (‘Corporations, Partnerships, Individuals’). In the newsstand sign, the
word ‘cold cut’ is missing the /-s/, the morphosyntactic plural marker with
which the word occurs in standard English. And the abbreviation for the word
street is written in capital letters as ‘ST.,’ while the abbreviation, ‘Inc.,’
contains both capital and lower-case letters. Prescriptive rules of writing
require that forms remain consistent across the text.
Figures 3 and 4 show multi-word signs that each make explicit references to

religion. ‘FERTILE CRESCENT,’ a Boerum Hill grocery (Figure 3) includes
English, Arabic and painted pictures of a ram, lamb, and the Islamic crescent
moon. Ancillary signs frame the second floor windows and advertise Islamic
clothes, posters and rugs. The sign for ‘LITTLE LORDS, LITTLE LADIES’
(Figure 4), in Bay Ridge, contains eleven words, a street number, a picture,
and the use of one symbol. It advertises designer childrenswear for the
Christian rituals of communions, weddings, and baptisms. Some signs exhibit
religious and ethnic syncretism. For example, the sign for a Boerum Hill
Chinese restaurant called ‘No Pork Halal Kitchen,’ in large-size letters, includes
the reiterative words ‘Chinese Restaurant Strictly Halal.’ Additionally, a
Borough Park pizza shop sign contains an image of a pizza circled by the words
‘AUTHENTIC ITALIAN FOOD’ and overlaid with the word ‘Kosher’ (Figure 5).
And in a similar vein, the sign for ‘GARDEN TORTILLS’ (Figure 6) in Dyker
Heights explicitly calls to customers interested in the food of two different
ethnic groups with the words ‘TEX-MEXICAN’ and ‘CHINESE.’
Text-dense signage also targets people of different socio-economic classes.

For example, many Brooklyn storefronts have smaller signs reading, ‘ATM-
$10 bills,’ notifying passers-by that small denominations are dispensed.
Additionally, shop signs often announce ‘EBT and WIC’ (Electronic Benefits
Transfer and Women Infants and Children), alerting the public that they serve
people on these social welfare programs. When interviewing the Dominican
owner of Pe~na’s Market, a Prospect Heights grocery whose storefront included
many of the features described above, we noticed dozens of white slips of paper
taped to his cash register with ‘i-o-u’ and monetary amounts written on them.
These slips are evidence and perhaps even a signal to people that he is willing
to do business with customers who have no money at all.
Borrowing from our students’ use of the phrase old school, we call the type of

signage described above Old School Vernacular. As a linguistic term, vernacular
refers to the native, spoken dialect of a codified language that is associated with
a particular place. Understood as counterpoints to learned or literary language,
vernaculars are conceptualized as informal, colloquial and known historically
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as the common(ers’) parlance. When we interviewed our sample of informants
from our Atlantic Yards study about how they read signs of this type, there
was significant agreement regardless of their diverse identities and lengths of
time they had lived in the borough. One life-long Brooklynite from a working-
class Dominican-American background in her twenties noted that such signs
are ‘very descriptive in regards to what services they provide to the public.’ She
said, ‘I began to think if [these] storefronts did not have a description of what
services they provide, how would they encourage the public to visit their

Figure 4: Bay Ridge designer children’s wear, ‘LITTLE LORDS, LITTLE LADIES’

Figure 3: Boerum Hill Muslim grocery, ‘FERTILE CRESCENT’
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shops?’ A white, upper-middle-class woman who moved to Brooklyn in the
2000s concurred, saying the abundance of words functions primarily to sell
goods and services. But she also added that such signs targeted the poor: ‘stores
that deal with lower-income communities want you to know directly that they
can meet your basic needs, so they put it all out there on their signs and in
their windows.’ Though this informant associated Old School stores with lower
income shoppers, these establishments actually sell goods at all price points.
Another Brooklyn newcomer, an upper-middle-class white man, suggested
that these text-dense signs were ‘friendly’ and ‘locally-owned . . . by small-
business entrepreneurs.’ He thought they had ‘many words to remind locals of

Figure 5: Borough Park pizza shop

Figure 6: Dyker Heights restaurant, ‘GARDEN TORTILLS’
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multiple services [they] can provide, so as not to spend their money on . . .
chains.’ A wealthy, white woman, who is an urban developer and who visits
Brooklyn frequently, told us that these signs ‘make everyone feel welcome,’
because they say ‘“no matter what you want, we’ll be able to help you.”’ And a
middle-class, African-American man in his late sixties, and a Brooklyn resident
for over fifty years, agreed with this reading, describing the text-dense signs as
meaning that the businesses were ‘open to everyone.’
Signs on most new neighborhood businesses throughout Brooklyn tend not

to advertise their wares or explicitly indicate the services they provide. For
example, the awning of a new Prospect Heights restaurant contains the single
word, ‘james’ (Figure 7). Similarly, a sign on another building in the same
neighborhood reads ‘Wink,’ which turns out to be a hair salon. In nearby Park
Slope, a small, rectangular signboard protruding from another storefront reads
‘bird’ (Figure 8). It is difficult to tell from the sign itself that this business sells
upscale, yet casual women’s clothing. Several of our lifelong-resident
informants thought ‘bird’ was a pet or a bird store, and even Brooklyn
newcomers wrongly thought it sold designer children’s clothes. A final
example is ‘palo santo’, a hard-to-see sign with Spanish words in rust-colored
letters on a brick townhouse, mid-block on a residential street. It seems to
disguise the upscale restaurant it advertises (Figure 9).
New small businesses with signs like the ones mentioned above are

appearing with more frequency every year. We call such signage Distinction-
making, and will explain their function and significance in more detail below.

Figure 7: Prospect Heights restaurant, ‘james’
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Distinction-making signs tend to share the following textual and linguistic
features:

• one word or a short phrase written in a reduced font-size;

• polysemic or cryptic names;

• languages other than English that index sophistication and worldliness;

• (sometimes erudite) historical and literary references;

• all lowercase letters.

Like their Old School counterparts, these laconic new signs mark a full range of
stores from garden shops and jewelers to clothing stores, salons and groceries.
They are not confined to ‘trendy caf�es,’ ‘boutiques,’ or ‘fancy’ restaurants and
bars (cf. Zukin and Kosta 2004; Papen 2012).

Figure 8: Park Slope women’s clothing store, ‘bird’

Figure 9: Upscale Brooklyn restaurant, ‘palo santo’
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Close readings of these new signs indicate that their singular lexical items
frequently incorporate polysemy and word-play. That is, new signs are often
witty or erudite and even cheeky. For example, while perhaps not well
known to most Americans, the word bird is British slang used to refer to a
woman. The word-play on a Bay Ridge sign, ‘hip squeak,’ is phonetic,
lexical and intertextual, indexing smallness and coolness, and remaking the
negative term for a child (‘pipsqueak’) into an endearment suggesting
fashion-forwardness. Likewise, on a Prospect Heights shop selling locally-
made ice cream one finds ‘Ample Hills Creamery.’ The phrase ‘Ample Hills’
comes from the 1865 Walt Whitman poem, ‘Crossing Brooklyn Ferry.’ The
shop’s owner explained that Whitman’s poem made reference to the
connections different types of people make with each other (Wharton
2012). But as Whitman also probably intended, the words ‘ample hills’ also
allude to women’s breasts. With ‘creamery,’ the intertextual play on the
sign is rich: two scoops of ice cream resemble breasts, which can make
milk, and milk is needed to make ice cream.
While we learned from our ethnographic fieldwork that people typically do

not talk about actual storefront signs, Brooklyn newcomers will often speak
with enthusiasm about new establishments and may engage a bit on what
they think a new store’s name means. Upon hearing at a child’s birthday party
of a new restaurant in Bay Ridge called ‘Brooklyn Beet,’ one of our informants,
a newcomer who recently purchased a multi-million dollar townhouse in Park
Slope, asked, ‘Is that b-e-a-t? Or b-e-e-t?’ At another newcomer’s birthday
dinner, celebrated at a new restaurant called ‘walter’s’ in Fort Greene, diners
noticed with delight a wall of black and white photographs of famous
celebrities named Walter, among them: Brooklyn poet Whitman; Hollywood
actor Walter Mathau; newscaster Walter Cronkite; and NBA basketball player
Walt Frazier. This awareness of and involvement in word-play suggests how
these new signs both mark and encourage the process of neighborhood
change. Newcomers often say they are eager to try new places and to patronize
them so that they will stay in business. Furthermore, newcomers seem
unperturbed by the signs’ polysemous or cryptic features. For example, when
interviewing our sample of Atlantic Yards’ informants about the sign for
‘james,’ one upper-middle-class, white male, Brooklyn newcomer responded,
‘you have no idea what it is from the signs. One word and it’s someone’s name.
You need to be “in-the-know” to even approach.’ In this sense, newer signs,
despite their textual sparseness, are often rich in meaning and therefore say
something different from the text-dense and literal Old School signage.
Occasionally, signs mix Old School and new features. ‘lolli,’ a Park Slope

children’s clothing store that opened in 2005, has several features that suggest
gentrification (lowercase letters, reduced font size and a cryptic name). But the
sign’s tag, ‘a children’s clothing store, and essentials boutique’ follows Old
School literal style. Another example is the sign ‘FULL MOON SALOON’ on a
Bay Ridge bar that caters to police and firemen. The name, written in rhyme,
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and possibly referring to the anti-authority act of showing one’s bare buttocks,
is cheeky. But the large typeface fills most of the sign, which includes a picture
of a wolf howling at a moon – features of Old School reiteration and literalness.
Given Brooklyn’s diversity, density and expanse, we are surprised that there
are not more signs with such mixed features.

OLD SCHOOL SIGNS: CAPITALISM WITHOUT DISTINCTION

Many of our informants suggest that Old School signs possess a what-you-see-
is-what-you-get message that is straightforward and plain spoken, and that
indicates ‘openness.’ From a sociolinguistic and discourse analytic perspective,
Old School Vernacular signage incorporates a language ideology that indexes
inclusivity. In addition to gesturing towards anyone interested in buying what
a shop is selling, these texts say that their businesses do not discriminate. In
other words, Old School signs signal an aggressively democratic system of
commerce, marking a place that performs what we call capitalism without
distinction.We use capitalism instead of commerce here because Brooklyn’s small
business economy involves more than a retail market. Commercial districts
often integrate labor with production, investment, and distribution of goods.
After the health care industry, the small business sector is Brooklyn’s largest
for-profit employer (DiNapoli 2014). By distinction we mean, following
Bourdieu (1984), both the contrast between similar things and an
evaluation of those things as having qualities that mark variation in
cultural capital. Capitalism without distinction thus denotes tolerance and
inclusivity despite differences in people’s identities, practices, beliefs and
appearances. We know that racial, ethnic, and religious discrimination exist in
Brooklyn (see, for example, Daughtry 1997). Additionally, one might
encounter the exploitative labor practices found by Kwong (1997) in these
small, urban businesses. So what is behind the sign may be quite different from
what it says. Furthermore, we recognize that signs on storefronts cannot, by
themselves, create a utopian-like neighborhood. But read together, where each
sign stands in for a place marker on the street that makes up the commercial
district, Old School signage marks the logos of an area where there is a place for
everyone and where very different people need to get along to do business with
each Other.
While some Old School signs make this desire to do business with Others

explicit by using the word ‘friend’ in their names (Figure 10) or with
statements such as ‘All nationalities welcome!’ (Figure 11), others rely on
literal and sincere references to ethnicity, race, religion or class. At the same
time, such literal ethnic references are often balanced by an equally explicit
reference to a presumably non-ethnicized entity, with words like ‘Latino and
American Food’ or ‘Pakistani and American Groceries.’ Likewise, languages
other than English, which frequently appear on many Old School signs, are
usually translated into English. These literal and sincere multicultural identity
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references comport with Smith and Eisenstein’s finding that residents living in
a multi-ethnic neighborhood in Easton, Pennsylvania always used explicit
ethnonyms (Lebanese, Jewish, Black, Italian) to refer to one another, yet recall
having lived ‘thoroughly mixed.’ Their informants suggest there was an
accepting and peaceful co-existence of Otherness in this community (Smith
and Eisenstein 2013: 1).6

Such textual indicators of openness to and tolerance for difference are
reinforced by the prevalence of non-native, and/or non-standard English. For
example, returning to Figure 6, the word ‘Tortills’ (for ‘Tortillas’), reiterated
three times on the faces of the shop’s awning, is missing the feminine terminal

Figure 10: ‘FRIENDS FOREVER GROCERY’

Figure 11: ‘Barber Shop’ in Sunset Park
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morpheme /-a/ which morphosyntactically marks gender in standard Spanish
and is present in the English loan word. The existence of non-standard forms of
public writing for everyone to see, with linguistic constructions that
grammarians might call incorrect, simplistic, redundant or wordy, boast a
freedom from the hegemony of prescriptive grammar rules and ideological
language practices. In other places, these prescriptive language practices have
been shown to make ‘social class[es] . . . races, and nations seem real . . . and
elicit feelings and justify relations of power, making subalterns seem to speak in
ways that necessitate their subordination’ (Bauman and Briggs 2003: 9). But
in Brooklyn, Old School signs make a place where non-native English and non-
prescriptive writing practices are acceptable in public, and thus one
communicative system does not have dominance over any other. Along
these lines, perhaps all the words on Old School multi-word (not wordy) signs
are necessary to express openness to Others in the multi-ethnic, multi-racial
and multi-class neighborhoods of Brooklyn.7

The imaginary of openness embodied in these texts could be a component in
Jane Jacob’s (1961) conceptualization of neighborhood ‘vitality.’ By ‘vitality’
Jacobs meant that ideally a diverse population would use urban space at
different times of the day for a variety of purposes. Furthermore, this message
of openness may also explain the admiring reviews of recently published coffee-
table books featuring photographs of Old School storefronts described as ‘New
York Originals’ and ‘vibrant canvas[es]’ that represent ‘countless ethnic
groups’ offering ‘unique’ but ‘humble’ signs that ‘capture the neighborhood
spirit of familiarity, comfort and warmth’ (see Lacy 2008; Murray and Murray
2011; McDonald 2012). In this way, Old School signage, taken together,
speaks of an idealized non-classist, non-racist, and non-ethnocentric
commercial area that epitomizes romantic notions of the promise of
democracy in diversity and an American capitalist, free market, where there
is a place for anyone and everyone. The signs’ plain-spoken language may
amount to the authenticity that some gentrifiers say attracts them to these
neighborhoods (Zukin 2011; Osman 2012). One of our informants told us,
when looking at a photograph of the Muslim grocery in Figure 3, that such
explicitly ethnic stores ‘are somewhat popular with new foodie Brooklynites
looking for authentic cuisine.’

DISTINCTION-MAKING SIGNS: REMAKING BROOKLYN

Against the text-dense Old School signs, newer text-sparse signs appear to
operate on the principle of what Scollon and Scollon (2003: 113) call ‘low
semiotic intrusion.’ This language ideology governs and constitutes an
environment where elegance and sophistication are projected through the
absence of dense public textual displays. Text-free spaces signal an elite geo-
semiotics, represented in ‘livable cityscapes’ promoted in architecture books
and in upscale urban areas such as Washington’s Georgetown and the arcades
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of nineteenth century Vienna (Scollon and Scollon 2003). Recently, a ‘clean
city’ campaign in Sao Paulo actually legislated smaller signs (Caldiera 2012).
Correspondingly, Davila (2004: 189) notes that gentrified avenues of the
predominantly Latino neighborhood of East Harlem appear ‘clean and
demure,’ an aesthetic she likens to that of Manhattan’s wealthy Upper East
Side, where few, if any, advertisements exist. Similarly, Jaworski and Thurlow
(2009: 207) find a ‘discursivity of elitism’ in print advertising depicting
landscapes of silence and emptiness for wealthy travelers. Some of our
informants who looked at our sign examples told us they also read this
ideology of elitism into Brooklyn’s text-sparse signs. For example, an upper-
middle-class white woman who moved to Brooklyn in 2002 interpreted the
one-word signs as ‘modern’ and thought they indexed ‘expertise.’ And the
urban developer said that such signage incorporated a ‘simplicity’ that was
‘elegant’ and ‘sophisticated.’
Corporate chains such as McDonalds, Gap and UPS, which all have

storefronts in Brooklyn, mark place with semiotic simplicity and textual brevity
but they do little to make place distinctive.8 These big retailers are found
everywhere and their logos do not generally change with their location. While
new Brooklyn signage employs an aesthetic of simplicity, these texts have little
else in common with corporate advertising. They incorporate few if any other
semiotic resources beyond a street address or phone number. And their visual
aesthetics establish a one-of-a-kind identity that sets them apart from other
new gentrifying shops, from their Old School counterparts, and from widely
recognizable corporate businesses.
As linguistic place-making technologies, Brooklyn’s new signage

consistently includes wit that is pithy, which, alongside concision, is a
language ideology promoted in writing courses, grammar books and in U.S.
college classrooms. This meaning-full ideology is mobilized on the signs
through terse word-play, entailing history, literature and culture. This feature
serves to reframe a non-distinctive ‘outer borough,’ marginal to Manhattan, as
a Brooklyn with distinction, attracting not only more affluent but also more
educated users. For example, a Fort Greene restaurant, ‘The General Greene,’
alludes to the old-fashioned term, ‘The General Store.’ The substitution of
‘store’ with ‘Greene,’ simultaneously indexes Revolutionary War general,
Nathaniel Greene, and both his namesake fort and neighborhood. Similarly,
the sign for ‘cornelius,’ a Prospect Heights oyster bar, playfully combines
history, place and placement in a single word (Figure 12). When one reads the
adjacent street sign on the corner, ‘Vanderbilt Ave.,’ the two texts together
reveal an homage to Cornelius Vanderbilt, the nineteenth-century New York
steamship magnate.
For those who notice these plays on words, new signs provide a semantic

opportunity for an experience of intellectual exclusivity. So, it is not just the act
of purchasing an expensive shirt or meal that separates a buyer from everyone
else, it is also one’s awareness of word-play that indexes a distinctive group of
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people ‘in-the-know’ who trade in specific forms of cultural capital. Poe’s
character Dupin, in the epigraph, suggests that the largely-lettered shop signs
are too obvious and ordinary to be noticed. And this elite language ideology
devalues literal texts, like Old School signs, and mundane and ubiquitous texts,
like corporate signage. Likewise, non-English words on these signs, such as palo
santo, are never translated for English-only speakers as they are in their Old
School counterparts. Instead, languages other than English are used for
aesthetic qualities that communicate with a clientele of presumed worldliness
and sophistication (Heller 2003; Leeman and Modan 2010).
Distinction-making signs re-write the meaning of Brooklyn as a place that

takes a stand against the homogenizing character of global corporate branding
– an influence to which people complain much of contemporary Manhattan
has been subjected. At the same time they also distinguish themselves from the
non-distinctive commerce of their immediate neighbors/predecessors. Old
School signs were and still are, as the Beastie Boys suggest in the epigraph,
‘thorough in the borough’ of necessity. Their explicitness could be read as
being careful not to risk meaning nor to make assumptions about Others on
the street. Distinction-making signs thus dialogue with Old School’s abundant
reiterations, long lists, literal meanings, and non-standard uses of English, in a
manner that standards of a codified language continue to make vernaculars
look bad. The developer-visitor who saw sophistication in the one-word signs
told us that, while Old School signs had ‘something for everyone,’ they also
included ‘so much random information blaring.’ For her, ‘details create clutter
and clutter equals unsophisticated and messy,’ and so the ‘unrelated and
redundant’ Old School texts suggested they were ‘not confident in their
expertise.’
As Distinction-making signs appear on businesses in competition with Old

School storefronts, semiotic intrusion gives way to semiotic exclusion. For

Figure 12: Prospect Heights oyster bar, ‘cornelius’
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example, while making place distinctive, new text-sparse signs also convey
numerous assumptions: that customers can buy at any price point, that they
do not need halal or kosher food, that they speak mostly English and
presumably could google their store name for more information.9 Our
informants concur that text-sparse signs literally broad-cast – to everyone –
messages that appear to be aimed at only particular audiences. These messages
produced feelings of either exclusivity or exclusion, depending with which side
of the gentrification equation one identified. For instance, one Brooklyn
newcomer, an upper-middle-class, white male, read a ‘notion of mystery/
aspiration/clubbiness’ in gentrifying signs. Another newcomer, an upper-
middle-class, white woman, described these signs as having ‘an intriguing
story to tell,’ or using language as ‘a strategy to pique interest, almost like it’s
insider information . . . “exclusive.”’ And another upper-middle-class, white
newcomer said such stores ‘are selling a lifestyle and attitude . . . you don’t need
to buy a shirt from “bird” or dinner at “james,” you do because you like what it
says about you.’
In contrast to these readings, a life-long Queens resident from a working-

class, Latino background who now works in Brooklyn, told us that one-word
signs are ‘almost like a secret club. And if you don’t already know what’s
inside . . . then you don’t need to know or belong there.’ The middle-class,
African-American, long-term Brooklyn resident we interviewed concluded
that ‘one-word sign names mean a selective group.’ And our Dominican-
American informant from a working-class family explained that not knowing
what was in a store made her uncomfortable. Sensitive to such feelings, the
owner of an upscale Park Slope store told us that she and her business partner
disagreed on their sign style. One of them wanted a one-word sign, but the
other thought that people with financial limitations needed to know what was
inside. Moreover, from our reading, the polysemy in these new signs involve
potentially offensive references to organizing principles such as religion, (a bar
called parish) or class (a high-priced, re-purposed furniture store called
TRAILER PARK).10 In fact, the Dominican-American woman also concluded
that Distinction-making signs ‘do not welcome the public,’ and added, ‘as a
Brooklynite, I think it is offensive.’

COMPETING SEMIOTICS, LEGIBILITY AND THE RENT GAP

As we noted earlier, people do not explicitly talk about shop signs but
sometimes embed the topic of signage within other narratives which highlights
a sign’s place-making function. For example, one of our informants, the former
president of ACORN, an affordable housing advocacy organization, used a
story about her encounter with a sign while growing up in a poor section of
Philadelphia to explain her support for Forest City Ratner’s Atlantic Yards/
Pacific Park redevelopment plan:
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I was about nine years old . . . my grandmother and I were walking home and
there’s this . . . construction site . . . and . . . sign: ‘Coming soon, Society Hill
Towers – Luxury Apartments.’ And . . . I’m . . . thinking, some benevolent
somebody somewhere knows how we are living. And I said ‘Grandma! Look!’
Because, also my grandmother was illiterate. And she would always get me to
read stuff . . . ‘They’re building new apartments! They’re not [low-income
housing]!’ . . . My grandmother turned around . . . like she was angry at me. ‘Let
me tell you something [young lady], them people got plans, and they don’t
include you!’ I’ve never forgotten that, ever. (Interview with authors, July 9,
2013)

As a young girl, this informant read the construction sign as hopeful, but her
illiterate grandmother had no trouble interpreting its meaning as one of
making a place exclusive and exclusionary. Now, this affordable housing
activist and leader in the African-American community told us that, if she can,
she makes it her business to ensure that when corporate developers have
plans, they include her community.
While a host of factors contribute to the remaking of Brooklyn, Distinction-

making signage is often one of the only visible indicators of a neighborhood’s
upscale value. Thus, the co-presence of different types of signage can both
reveal and obfuscate the gentrification process. For example, the persistence of
Old School signs in rapidly gentrifying areas can create, according to some of
our informants, a sort of semiotic confusion. For example, several non-
Brooklynite visitors to Park Slope have puzzled over why the neighborhood
commands such high rents, pointing out to us what they consider to be
uneven shopping blocks with too many Old School storefronts. Other
informants suggested that Old School signs made an area appear not only
unattractive, but lawless, and read their non-standard features as anything
goes. When one white, upper-middle-class Brooklyn newcomer looked at our
text-dense examples, she thought the signs ‘scream[ed] “developing world.”’
Even corporate developers sometimes misread the signs of opportunity in a
transitioning area. A former FCRC executive admitted to us in an interview
that he and the company’s chairman, Bruce Ratner, did not initially see the
rent gap near the Atlantic Yards site:

In the late 1990s . . . Mort Zuckerman, the owner of the Daily News, asked [us] to
come look at . . . [his] printing . . . and distribution center and he was convinced
that there was potential to convert it . . . but we thought the neighborhood was
nowhere close to being ready . . . In fact, I think Bruce and I agree now, in
retrospect, we were wrong, dead wrong. We just didn’t see it. (Interview with
authors, February 18, 2011)

Because profitability is maximized by capitalizing on ‘where the [rent] gap is
greatest’ (Smith 1979: 546), this executive’s emphatic regret of being ‘dead
wrong’ underlines the cost of missing the chance to redevelop the Daily News
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Building as a high-end residential property, which even over only a couple of
years translates to massive lost profit. By 2003, FCRC not only recognized the
rent gap in the area, but acted upon it merely two blocks away with its Atlantic
Yards plan, letting nothing – not a seven-year struggle with neighborhood
activists, several high-profile lawsuits, nor a global economic recession – stop it
from breaking ground in 2010. And the corporate developer was not alone in
his confusion about the area. Many activists fighting FCRC told us they were
shocked by the scale and scope of the Atlantic Yards plan because they
perceived their neighborhood to be emerging organically, despite the fact that
they paid over $500,000 for their two-bedroom apartments in 2002. Like
FCRC’s initial view of the site, they described the area as messy, in need of
better schools, policing and overall beautification. Some felt their home
purchases were still economically precarious. Adding to these confusing
features, some commercial landlords are leaving their storefronts empty,
which, Wu (2015) notes, is a condition commonly read as blight or
disinvestment. In Brooklyn these days, many of our informants – real estate
developers, business owners, neighborhood residents and activists – read
empty storefronts as property-owners just waiting for corporate chains to come
and pay higher rents.
As big developers and national franchises continue to build new projects,

there comes the march of corporate signage in Brooklyn and, by extension, the
displacement of both Old School and Distinction-making storefronts. And while
the clever, sometimes bookish word-play of new Brooklyn signs is a
Distinction-making mechanism, it is, by itself, not enough to stave off large-
scale capital. Some new local businesses have even adopted ancillary signage,
an Old School technique, to help promote their anti-corporate ethos. Outside
an independent Brooklyn bookstore stands a chalkboard marquis reading,
‘Friends don’t let friends shop chain stores,’ a twist on the American public
service slogan, ‘Friends don’t let friends drive drunk.’ A neighborhood activist
in the Atlantic Yards conflict, pointed out to us that the Vanderbilt Avenue ice
cream store, Ample Hills, ‘will never be as good as it is today’ (Interview with
authors, June 21, 2013). His lament indicated his awareness of a transitional
neighborhood that is reaching the height of its distinction. As the rent gap
closes with the arrival of large-scale corporate redevelopment such as Atlantic
Yards/Pacific Park basketball arena, Barclays Center, so too comes the loss of
the conditions needed to sustain a locally-made product of value, resulting
from the convergence of individual creativity, personal risk and local capital.
At the same time, opportunities for rent gap profit, according to our linguistic
analysis are quite literally, but not always so clearly, written on the signs of the
site. In Figure 13, we see an upscale beer bar and pizzeria called ‘WHEATED’
sitting in the middle of an otherwise non-distinctive shopping block in
Brooklyn’s Flatbush neighborhood. The block is bookended by a coffee shop
and a West Indian bakery, both with Old School signage. Wheated opened in
2013 adjacent to a local motorcycle dealership. Its stark white sign with one
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word in a reduced font might be viewed from afar as marking an empty
storefront. Shortly after Wheated opened, the national mobile phone chain,
MetroPCS, replaced ‘Tis Da Season,’ an Old School-signed store that had offered
seasonal home goods to neighborhood residents at discount prices.

CONCLUSION

Rather than being ‘the humblest of literacy artefacts’ (Collins and Slembrouck
2007: 349), our ethnography suggests that commercial shop signs are in fact
very powerful public texts that constitute, communicate, and change social,
economic and political life. They can produce different types of community
‘say’ through the mobilization of language ideologies. And storefront signs are
a manifestation of the materiality of language, making place with complicated,
complex and highly contextualized meanings (cf. Shankar and Cavanaugh
2012).
Our John Jay students, whose reaction to our observation inspired this

examination, are an important part of the context in which shop signs
contribute to creating place. As first generation college students, many of them
hope to improve their position while still keeping a place in the Old School
neighborhoods in which they grew up and in which their families still live.
Reading the writing on storefront signs can help us understand both who has
been living in Brooklyn and who is now moving into the borough. The

Figure 13: Flatbush upscale beer bar and pizzeria, ‘WHEATED’
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ideology written onto Old School signs makes a city that speaks to and echoes
American values of small-scale, free-market capitalism and independent,
diverse, open commerce. Such texts can be read against Distinction-making
signs, which tend to reinforce English dominance and ideologies of linguistic
purification, prescriptivism, exclusivity and the modern project of literacy
gatekeeping (Bauman and Briggs 2003). Our analysis also reveals the diversity
of those already ‘in place’ and under threat of displacement (Slater 2006), as
well as how gentrifying neighborhoods are becoming easy targets for big
developers (Angotti 2011). Finally, our examination shows how language is
uniquely integrated into the human geography of diverse urban
neighborhoods. If these diverse neighborhoods are to survive, sustained re-
investment in small business retail sectors may be essential. One thing is
certain, in the absence of policy, big business will identify the rent gap and
begin to capitalize on it, displacing both Old School and Distinction-making
small businesses until there is nothing left to imagine.

NOTES

1. This research was funded by the National Science Foundation’s Program in
Cultural Anthropology, Award No. 0963950. We are grateful to Allan Bell,
Joseph Park and the anonymous reviewers who provided valuable feedback for
this article. Its earliest version was presented at the Georgetown University
Linguistic Landscape Symposium on April 15, 2011. Since then, it has
continued to develop through discussion and engagement with many
colleagues including Valerie Allen, Anadeli Bencomo, Julian Brash, Ric
Curtis, Susan Ehrlich, Angelique Haugerud, Lanita Jacobs, Vicente Lecuna,
Jennifer Leeman, Adrienne Lo, Jeff Maskovsky, Linda Pritchard, Jonathan Rosa,
Claire Seiler, Cotten Seiler, �Angel Weruaga Prieto and Alisse Waterston. We
are greatly indebted to Las Religiosas de la Asunci�on, in particular Pilar Diez
Corral and Cecilia Manrique, who provided us with a space to write up findings.
This article would not have been possible without the generosity of the many
research informants who collaborated with us and we thank them here.

2. Most of John Jay College’s 14,000 undergraduates are also from
underrepresented groups (47 percent Hispanic, and 30 percent African-
American/West Indian; last accessed 18 June 2015 at http://www.jjay.
cuny.edu/about-john-jay).

3. Census data are from 2010 (last accessed 12 July 2014 at www.census.gov).
4. This research included interviews with residents, developers, activists, and

other stakeholders, digital ethnography of websites and blogs, archival
research, ethnographic mapping of Fort Greene and Prospect Heights, and a
random probability survey of residents there.

5. We used the following signs in structured interviews: ‘CLEVE A. BROWN’
(Figure 1); ‘FERTILE CRESCENT’ (Figure 3); ‘LITTLE LORDS, LITTLE LADIES’
(Figure 4); ‘james’ (Figure 7); ‘bird’ (Figure 8); and ‘cornelius’ (Figure 12).
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6. In increasingly diverse European cities, such as Dublin, languages other than
English might be appearing on signage along with English in a similar way
(Kallen 2010).

7. Additional salient semiotic features of Old School storefronts include
showcasing the range of available products in abundant window displays or
on tables outside. In contrast, Distinction-making shop windows sometimes
feature a few exemplary products perhaps expressing uniqueness and quality.

8. Jaworski (2015: 221) hypothesizes that some unconventional uses of diacritics
and punctuation in corporate signage transcend ethno-national language and
script boundaries. In terms of place-making, we suggest that these innovations
in typography are another way of calling to anyone and to no one in particular.

9. We see gentrifiers googling storefronts for information.
10. We analyze the polysemy, irony and exclusionary place-making of Brooklyn’s

Distinction-making signs in another paper.
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